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on Sea Horses.
History of Guppies
Written by Administrator
Wednesday, 20 September 2006
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tion=com_content&task=view&id
=50&Itemid=71

and Tobago, the US Virgin Islands, and Venezuela.
However, guppies have
been introduced to many different countries on all continents, except Antarctica. Sometimes this has occurred accidentally, but most often as a
means of mosquito control, the
hope being that the guppies
would eat the mosquito larvae
slowing down the spread of
malaria. In many cases, these
guppies have had a negative
impact on native fish faunas.

Robert John Lechmere Guppy
(born August 15, 1836 in London; died August 5, 1916 in San
Fernando, Trinidad and Tobago) discovered this tiny fish in
Trinidad in 1866, and the fish
was named Girardinus guppii
in his honour by Albert C. L. G.
Gunther later that year.
Ecology & Behavior:
However, the fish had There is a great deal of variety
previously been described by between the populations, many
Wilhelm Peters in 1859 on ma- with distinctive coloring or patterial collected from South terning. Those that live in habiAmerica. Although Girardinus tats where predators are comguppii is now considered a jun- mon tend to be less vividly decior synonym of Poecilia reticu- orated as a protective measure.
lata, the common name Populations that deal with few"guppy" still remains. Over er predators are much more
time guppies have been given a colorful. Recent studies suggest
variety of taxonomic names, that vividly colored
although Poecilia reticulata is males are favored via
the name currently considered s e x u a l
selection
to be valid.
(Handicap principle)
while natural selecDistribution:
tion via predation faGuppies are native to Trinidad
vors subdued tones.
and parts of South America,
As a result, the domispecifically Antigua and Barbunant phenotypes obda, Barbados, Brazil, Guyana,
served within a reproNetherlands Antilles, Trinidad
ductively
isolated

community are a function of the
relative importance each factor
has in a particular environment.
Occasionally male guppies may behave aggressively
towards each other, engaging in
fin-nipping and other bullying
behaviour. Guppies live in complex social networks, choosing
social partners and remembering them.
Guppies are a seminal
species for evolutionary biologists because predation often
varies over small geographic areas. Both historical work and
recent studies are summarised
in Anne Magurran's Evolutionary Ecology: the Trinidadian
Guppy.
Reproduction:
Guppies are highly prolific
livebearers. The gestation period
of a guppy is 22-30 days, with
an average of 28 days.
cont’d on page 4
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Upcoming Events London Aquaria Society
January 11, 2011: Zena will do a talk on Sea Horses.
February 8, 2011: To be announced.
March 8, 2011: Udo Rohmann will speak on the Hamburg
Mattenfilter (HMF), filtering system.
April 12, 2011: To be announced.
May 1, 2011: Spring Auction
May 10, 2011: To be announced.
June 14, 2011: Elections
July/August: Summer break
September 13, 2011: To b e announced.
September 25, 2011: Fall Show & Auction
October 11, 2011: To be announced.
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President’s Message
Happy New Year to one and all I trust we all had a great Christmas Season and did not eat too much
turkey. The weather was great for New Years, the rain quit just in time to celebrate the arrival of 2011.
This month’s guess speaker will be Zena Ng doing a talk about seahorses. Zena is quite knowledgeable on this subject. She has quite a passion for these creatures, she even has a program where she adopts seahorses from people who do not want to care for them whether they are sick, old or just belonging to a home
that has lost interest. I trust this will be very interesting for all.
Last month’s meeting was our Christmas Pot Luck Supper and Aquarium Draw. There was lots of
variety for all to have and enjoy. Steve MacDonald won the aquarium and rumour has it he lost the tank to
Pam. This is good because she can raise fish and possibly give Steve a few pointers.
The CARES program has had a few people fill in their paperwork. Please submit it to Annette as she
can get it forwarded to the powers to be.
The jar show for this month will be Guppies and Swordtails with the open class and as usual there is
the plant class. As always we will have the auction. Last month we had about fifty items up for auction and a
lot of people got some good deals. Please bring out your extra fish and plants for the auction. Who knows
you may pick up a bargain or two.
Have a Happy New Year and a healthy and prosperous 2011

Ron Bishop
President
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its main
objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising tropical fish and also to provide a means
through which hobbyists may exchange ideas,
gain information and display their fish, sharing
them in the public in the London Area.
Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted provided full credit is
given to the Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be
mailed to:

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location Dundas & Saskatoon
London, Ontario
They support us!!!
519-451-7279
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History of Guppies
cont’d from front page

After the female guppy is inseminated, a dark area near the
anus, known as the gravid spot, will enlarge and darken.
Guppies prefer water temperatures of about 28 °C (82 °F) for
reproduction. The female guppy has drops of between 2-200
fry, typically ranging between 30 and 60. After giving birth, the
female is ready for conception again within only a few hours.
Guppies are known to exhibit superfetation, that is, the maintenance of batches of embyros at
various states of development. As a result, a female guppy can continue to give birth for over a
month after any males have been separated from the tank.
How to Breed Swordtail Fish
By: Elizabeth Schmitt
www.helium.com/items/1616799-swordtail-breeding
Swordtails make a good choice as a first breeding project. Whether
you're just getting into breeding, or you want to teach your kids the
basics of fish breeding, swordtails are a good choice. Because swordtails
are livebearers, the females give birth to tiny live fry
(baby fish).
PET PARADISE
Males and Females: Male swortdtails have the
distinctive sword. Females do not have the sword.
This is the easiest way to tell the two apart.
In younger males, the sword may be shorter.
In a tank with several dominant males, the sword on
the least dominant sword may be almost absent. If
this is the case, look for the gonopodium on the
males. The male swordtails have a tube-shaped anal
fin, just below their stomach. Females have a fanshaped anal fin.
Always keep at least two females for every
male you have in the tank. Males tend to pester
females.

SUPERSTORE
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH, AND
SMALL ANIMALS
•
•
•
•

Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
Pets Always Welcome!

RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND
SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETank Setup and Preparing to Breed: Use a 10g or TY MEMBERSHIP CARD.

20g tank at the minimum. Giving the fish plenty of
room will keep them calm and give you healthier fry
(baby fish). Put in plenty of fine-leaved plants, such as
Java moss or hornwort. This will give the fry a place
to hide when they're born. To condition the parents,
try to supplement flake food with frozen bloodworms
or live blackworms a few times a week. This gets the
parents in top condition, so you will get healthy fry.
cont’d on page 5
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Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday…..9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday…..11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.
519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario
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How to Breed Swordtail Fish
cont’d from page 4

Pregnancy:
As long as you have a male and female in the tank, the
female will get pregnant. You don't need to do anything at all for this to
happen. At first, you'll notice her stomach getting larger. Then, you may
notice a black patch behind her stomach. This is called the gravid spot, and
indicates she has fry developing. After about a month, the female will start
to look square in her stomach, almost like she swallowed a shoebox. This indicates she's about to give birth.
Make sure your tank has plenty of plants and hiding spots.
One day, you'll notice the tiny fry near the bottom of the tank, or in the leaves of the plants. The mother will
have returned to normal size. Pregnancy can take from 30 to 45 days, depending on when you first notice the
female getting larger.
Caring For Fry: Using plants to allow the fry to hide is the most natural method. While some use breeder
boxes or nets, they're not ideal. If possible, remove the parents from the tank to raise the fry, or put the fry in
a separate tank. However, plenty of plants will allow a lot of the fry to survive. Feed the fry with ground-up
flake food. You can also use fry food. Feeding live baby brine shrimp will give the fry the best start in life,
although it's more time-consuming to hatch and feed the brine shrimp. Try to feed the fry three or four times
a day, and increase your water changes to 25% twice a week. Vacuum the tank carefully, as it's easy to suck
the fry up accidentally. The fry can go back with larger fish once they're too big to fit in the other fishes'
mouths.
Fish Balance Courtship of Females With Threats to Other Males
By: Charles Q. Choi Tuesday, November 14, 2006

www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,229385,00.html

New research on swordtail fish suggests male courtships displays aren't always just for appealing to
the ladies, but for showing off and scaring away other males too.
Behavioral ecologist Heidi Fisher was
investigating northern swordtails she
collected in Mexico.
Male swordtails court by swimming
close alongside females, raising their typically
large sail-like dorsal fins and quivering
briefly.
cont’d on page 6
166 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

PHONE (519) 756-6225

FAX (519) 756-5140

www.tropicalfishroom.ca

Quality Tropical Fish & Supplies!
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Fish Balance Courtship of Females With Threats to Other Males
cont’d from page 5

To see what female swordtails found attractive, Fisher tested them against video animations of males,
which they varied by body size, coloration, the movement of the male, "and of course dorsal fin size," Fisher
told LiveScience. "I assumed they would prefer the large dorsal fin, and was surprised when they didn't."
Instead, female swordtails preferred males with small fins more than large ones.
To see why male swordtails might flaunt an easily concealed large dorsal fin during courtship if females avoided males with large fins, Fisher and her colleague Gil Rosenthal tested males against video animations of other males.
Related Stories
Male swordtails were less aggressive toward video animations of males with large dorsal fins. When
paired male and female swordtails were confronted with another swordtail, the scientists also discovered that
males raised their dorsal fins more frequently when courting in the presence of other males.
Fin raising, a key aspect of the male courtship display, "is not even intended for females," Fisher said.
"Males must balance what females are attracted to with what will deter rival males — the two conflict, so it's
a balancing act for a male to obtain a mate," she added.
Nothobrachius Korthausae Killifish
Aquarium Strain - Red
Nothobranchius korthausae (KOR) is a smallish fish
(growing to a maximum 6 cm) that occurs in three equally
beautiful colour forms: red, intermediate and yellow. The
fish are generally peaceful and easy to care for. Their only
weakness is their sensitivity to velvet.
These fish are very temperature tolerant taking temperatures down to 15°C and able
to stand temperatures in excess of
30°C. They will even spawn at
these extremes! They will greedily
take flake food as well as frozen
foods. They can be maintained in
pairs or groups with multiple
males in relatively small tanks.
Males will not kill each other and
the species as a whole can make a
good community inhabitant.

Hours of Operation
Monday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.

Sunday

Closed

To avoid velvet keep the pH
above 7 and the water moderately
hard. The best deterrent is salt at
one teaspoon per 4 L. Fry are es- 11 Frank Street
Strathroy, Ontario
pecially sensitive to velvet.
N7G 2R2
cont’d on page 7
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Nothobrachius Korthausae Killifish
cont’d from page 6

Eggs take as little as 4 weeks to eye up at temperatures exceeding 26°C. At 24-25°C the
eggs take 6 to 12 weeks. Fry are able to take baby brine shrimp from hatching. The fry grow
quickly.
My old strain originated as a cross between a red and yellow strain fish. The blue from
the yellow strain has more or less been replaced with a green-blue colour that off sets the red of
the red forms nicely. I have since lost this strain but have managed to get hold of the recently
collected yellow form from mainland Tanzania (Kwachepa TZL 53-2). The yellow form is just as
beautiful if not more so. This new wild fish grow larger and are a lot more aggressive but still
placid enough for a group to be maintained in a small tank. They are also just as productive.
The sex ratios are a bit skewed though (very many more males than females). I obtained
a group of korthausae from Mafia Island (Mafia Island TAN 02-5) from Otto Schmidt after another trip with Brian Watters to West Africa. These fish are much more interesting than the old
aquarium strain and the Kwachepa strain. These fish are a mixed population of red and yellow
fish. Some of the 'yellow' fish have a stunning red undertone to the blue body scales. They also
have crimson throats. They are truely stunning. These fish are just as productive as the other

How To Clean A Fish Tank
27 November 2008,

www.home-aquarium-store.co.uk/2008/11/how-to-clean-a-fish-tank/
Ok, so its not expected to go to these lengths to clean
your fish tank but this is a good demonstration on the importance of cleaning a fish tank in your general maintenance. A
nice aquarium can be a great decor to your room. However, you
must keep your aquarium clean. This requires a basic knowledge
about how to clean a fish tank and how to maintain it. The
equipment you need to clean your fish tank are bucket, net, siphon hose, and sponge. The cleaning process should be fast; you
must not take more than an hour, or less, to clean properly your
tank.

The first step you must do is to unplug the light and filter. Then, take the bucket and keep it nearby your aquarium;
this is to pour the dirty water into the bucket. Then, take the
siphon hose (it should be long enough) and put it into the water
in the tank. Now, you must begin sucking on the small end of the siphon hose. When the dirty water enters the hose,
you must immediately put it into the bucket kept next to you.
If it is a partial cleaning, do not take out more than half the water in from the tank. Remember to clean thoroughly the gravels and aquarium sand. Next, take a sponge or an algae magnet and wipe the inside of the aquarium
glass.While you are at it, it is perpetually a smart idea to clean both the inside and outside of the aquarium lid. If the filter is dirty, you must clean it right away.
cont’d on page 8
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How To Clean A Fish Tank
cont’d from page 7

You have to just disconnect the filter from the tank, take it to a sink, and dump the water. Then, thoroughly
clean it with a sponge, replace the carbon filter, and supply some freshwater before you reconnect it to your aquarium.
Finally, fill the aquarium tank back up with freshwater, and make sure that you are setting the same temperature for the
water in your tank. If the temperature of the water is too hot or too cold, you may give an opportunity to make your
aquarium fish sick.
Tips for Fish Tank Maintenance: Even though, using live aquarium plants in your aquarium is not exactly a
measure in how to keep your tank clean, it will extremely cut down on the time you take to clean your fish tank. Live
plants help your aquarium by using up the waste deposited at the bottom of the fish tank, which improves the quality of
your aquarium water. The best way to maintain your fish tank sparkling clean is to avoid mess to begin with. After
learning how to clean a fish tank speedily, you will not have any self-justifications to maintain your aquarium for best
health and beauty.
One of the easiest ways to keep your fish tank clean is using a power filter. The power filter is basic in the success of keeping your aquarium clean. It is easy to use and very simple to clean. However, you should clean your power
filter often, which means you must change the disposable cartridges every three to four weeks.
SILVER SHARK
aquariumfishparadise.com.au/Images/SilverShark.jpg

COMMON NAME:
us

SILVER SHARK

SCIENTIFIC NAME: Balantiocheilos Melanopter-

FAMILY: Cyprinid ORIGIN:

Sumatra, Thailand, Borneo, Maylasia

TEMPERATURE:

PH: 6.8 - 7.5

HARDNESS:

24-26 C

MAXIMUM SIZE:

35cm

Moderately hard to hard 4 ° 18° dGH

DIET: Flake food, small sinking pellets, frozen, live food, plants
RECOMMENDED MINIMUM AQUARIUM:
150 Litres
TANK REGION: Middle
SOCIAL:
Peaceful
CARE: Easy-Intermediate
8/10
Silver sharks are great choice for
any tropical aquarium. They are a thin,
narrow fish with sharp triangular fins
that feature black surrounding edges,
their bodies usually offering a stunning
colour of silver, some with light brown
through the back of the shark and usually found with a white belly.
cont’d on page 9
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SILVER SHARK
cont’d from page 8

The silver shark also known as Bala Sharks are very hardy often easing into new
aquariums well. They do prefer moderately hard water and are very comfortable in PH
levels of 6.8 – 7.2.
While playful and entertaining they get along well with most species in a community aquarium and if more than one they will pair up with a partner. They can also get
along well with other similar species such as Rainbow Sharks and Red Tail Sharks.
They can grow up to 35cm+ and therefore it is recommended to place them in a
tank no smaller than 3ft.
You will mostly find Silver Sharks in the middle strata of the tank. They are often
very curious of what is going on around them and you will commonly find them darting
around the open spaces at the front of the aquarium.
They enjoy most foods, but particularly enjoy live brine shrimp and blackworms,
but will also do well on a combination of flake, frozen foods and plants. Silver Sharks do
like a varied diet.
By Emma Pelle
Fish & Aquatic News
December 8, 2009
www.aquaticcommunity.com/news/lib/486
Filed under: Aquarium, Fish, New Discoveries - By. Anja
Female scissortail sergants allow potential mates to fertilize a
small batch off eggs and then monitor their parenting skills to decide if
they are good enough to deserve a full clutch. When studying filial
cannibalism* in scissortail sergeants, ecologist Andrea Manica** of the University of Cambridge noticed
that some females approached a male’s nest, deposited a small amount of eggs, and then left.
This aroused his curiosity and he decided to provide the males with ceramic tiles to use as nest
sites. Once a female has deposited a small clutch on a ceramic tile, Manica either left the eggs alone or rotated the tiles to move the eggs. The tiles that were left alone turned out to be popular; two-thirds of the
females returned to deposit a full clutch of eggs later. The tiles that had been rotated by Manica were
much less desirable and only a quarter of the females returned to lay a new batch.
Overall, this method of testing potential fathers seems to be rather rare in the population researched by Manica. Out of 421 females, only 7.4 percent laid test eggs before depositing a full batch.
Manica also noticed that the method was used mainly at the onset of the breeding cycle. Later in the cycle, the amount of eggs already inside a nest seemed to suffice as indicator.
“The female fish probably use these test eggs when they don’t have much to go by. As a strategy, to me it makes
lots of sense. There are probably lots of other species that do that,” said Manica.
cont’d on page 10
London Aquaria Society
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Fish & Aquatic News
cont’d from page 9

The Scissortail sergant (Abudefduf sexfasciatus) is a large damselfish native to coral reefs in the Indo-Pacific. Also known as the Striptailed damselfish, it can be recognized on its black striped tail and
sides.
In this species, the eggs are cared for by the male fish who must not only resist the urge to eat his
own offspring but also be brave and skilled enough to protect them from being eaten by other predators.
The study has been published in Animal Behaviour.
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/622782/description#description
* Filial cannibalism is when an adult eats the young of its own species. In many species of fish, adults
won’t hesitate to eat even their own immediate offspring.
Seahorse Anatomy
Written and illustrated by Clare Driscoll
http://www.seahorse.org/library/articles/anatomy.shtml
Part 1 Orientation:
Ventral

In order to determine the sex and species of a seahorse, it's important to know the
something about seahorse anatomy. The following illustrations and deDorsal
scriptions will help you learn the basics of the external anatomy of seahorses.
Lateral (side) Figure 1 shows the areas of a seahorse and the terms used to describe
them. The front view of a seahorse, looking into its face or belly, is the venAnterior tral orientation. The view from behind the seahorse is its dorsal orientation.
The side view, used here in the illustrations, is referred to as the lateral oriPosterior
entation. The lower parts, or the lower section of any parts, are called the
posterior, and the upper parts, the anterior.

Figure 1

Part 2 Sections and
Measurements:

Head

The sections of a seahorse are the head, Snout length
trunk and tail. The
Chest Depth
length of a specimen is measured from the first trunk
ring to the tip of the tail, or the combined trunk and
tail lengths. The head is measured from the tip of the
snout to just before the first trunk ring. Snout measurement is made from the tip of the snout to the gill opening. The depth of the chest is measured from the superior trunk ridge to the keel.
Part 3 Parts of the Body: Trunk rings, one of the
features used to determine the species of the seahorse,
are counted from the first (the uppermost ring seen
from the dorsal view) to the ring immediately above
Figure 2
the anal fin.
cont’d on page 11
London Aquaria Society
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Tail
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Seahorse Anatomy
cont’d from page 10
First trunk ring
Pectoral Fins
Superior
trunk ridge

Keel
Inferior trunk ridge

Lateral trunk
ridge
Dorsal Fin

Last trunk

Anal fin

First tail ring

Trunk ridges are the vertical spines running down the back of the
seahorse from trunk to tip of tail (the superior trunk ridge), the spine
running down each side of the seahorse trunk (the lateral trunk
ridge), and the spine running along each side of the keel from neck
to anal fin (the inferior trunk ridge).
The seahorse's means of propulsion are its pectoral fin, located just
behind the gill opening, and its dorsal fin, which joins the trunk at
the tail.
Tail rings are counted from the ring just below the anal fin to the ring
before the tip of the tail
Part 4 Parts of the Head: Features of the head are illustrated at
the right. The coronet can be low and fairly smooth, on some species,
to tall with pronounced points on others. Eye, nose, and cheek spines
also differ in length from species to species, and within a species,
from specimen to specimen.

Cirri

All seahorses have independently orbital eyes, and a pair of pectoral
fins immediately
behind the gill opening.
Coronet

Some species of seahorses
have spindly appendages,
called cirri, in the area of the
facial spines and trunk ridges.

Eye Spine

Gill opening
Pectoral Fin

Eye
Part 5 Sexual Characteristics:
The external anatomy of female and male sea- Nose Spine
horses differ, a characteristic
Cheek Spine
that is called sexual dimor- Snout
phism. On the female seahorse, the lower abdomen joins the tail at a sharp angle
and her anal fin is often higher and slightly larger.
On males, a brood pouch is found beneath the
Female
Male
anal fin, and when empty, tapers gradually to
the tail. During courting or when pregnant, the
pouch is very
pronounced and
Anal Fin
protruding.
It
features a vertical opening into
which the female
deposits her eggs,
and from which
fry emerge after
Brood Pouch
gestation.

London Aquaria Society
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Labidochromis Fryeri
By: G. Pollard
London Aquaria Society Newsletter, June 1989

We have, over the past couple of years, bred some very beautiful fish; most of them
originating from the Great Lakes of Africa. They, for the most part, have been fish which
grow to quite a large size but the fryeri are different, not exactly a dwarf but smaller than
one gets used to seeing, in the mouthbrooding species. The mature males grow to 4” and
the females a little smaller at 3-31/2”. The males are a brilliant purplish colour. Both sexes
have eight darker vertical bars and these will disappear during the pre-spawning activities.
In fact, the loss of the barring is a very reliable indicator that both fish are near ready to
spawn.
We had purchased a mature pair and placed them into a 15 gallon tank; and decided that some 1” long Hap. Venustus fry would be best as the “target fish” , so we placed 6
of them in with the pair. A group of black pluming-pipes; a 4 x 4” piece of grey slate; and a
bunch of Hornwort were the only decorations.
The tank, 24: x 12” x 12”, had an undergravel filtration system with the stacks venting
just at the water’s surface; a heater set at 78*F.; clean aged water and a glass cover (no
artificial lighting). The water was of medium hardness with a p H of approximately 7.5.
After only a few days of feeding frozen shrimp and green flake she filled with roe. The
male lived in a pipe that was close to the slate whilst the female usually stayed very close to
the surface in amongst the hornwort. The male came out to visit his tank mates quite infrequently but the Venustus would dash away, thereby, giving the male a strong sense of
dominance.
The actual spawning ritual is similar to that of most of the other mouthbrooding species that we have witnessed. The male gets a signal from the female that she is willing and
he immediately concentrates on the job of housecleaning. He chose the slate while she
moved around the lower reaches moving gravel haphazardly. When she seemed satisfied
that the slate was clean enough she swam over to him. The male started to chase the tank
mates away and threatened them, with motions and they hid amongst the plants; she
watched and waited patiently whilst all
this was taking place.
They swam in a close circle, head
to tail, nudging each other’s vents. The
eggs are quite large, considering the
smallness of the pair but few in number;
spawning lasted only 10 minutes. After
the act was finished, she left him and
returned to the clump of plants, frightening off the Venustus and the male
spent some time aggressively chasing
them around.
cont’d on page 13
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Labidochromis Fryeri

Jar Show Fish Results

cont’d from page 12

Name

Month

Fish Name

Sponsor

Award

these
fish had
been
newly purchased
know usPetvery
well,
we
were
James Because
Kelly
October
Golden
Julie (Julidochromis
ornatus) and did not
Southwestern
Centre
Best
of Show
afraid
that she would
prematurely
spitFamily
when
we tried to
remove her,
so, Fish
weRoom
decidedBest
to of
remove
Jack Parkinson
October
Diamond Tetra
(Moenkhausia
pittieri)
Tropical
Show
the
Venustus
and
the
male
instead.
James Kelly
October Cichlids - substrate spawning Golden Julie (Julidochromis ornatus)
Red
Three weeks
later she
released
28 quite
large,
fry.
She took good
care of them for 2Blue
weeks,
Bob Steele
October
Cichlids
- substrate
spawning
Ram
(Microgeophagus
ramirezi)
after
which time she
seemed
to chase
them
awayFairy
fromCichlid
her favourite
hiding
spot; she chased
Karl Baumgarten
October
Cichlids
- substrate
spawning
(Neolamprologus
brichardi)
White but
did
kill. Anyway,
after seeing
change
of attitude,
w decided
it was time
to remove her. A
Bobnot
Steele
October
Cichlids -this
substrate
spawning
Angel, white
and black (Pterophylim
scalare)
cory
catfish
was
added
to
the
now,
fry
tank
and
they
were
fed
heavily
on
microworms
and pulBob Steele
October Cichlids - substrate spawning Angel, orange, black and white (Pterophylim scalare)
verized
green flake.
Karl Baumgarten
October Cichlids - substrate spawning Compressed Cichlid (Altolamprologus compressiceps)
Karl Baumgarten

October

Cichlids - substrate spawning Lemon Cichlid (Neolamprologus lelupi)

Annette & Ron Bishop

October

Cichlids - substrate
spawning
Australoheros
scitulus (male)
Liverworts
in the
Aquarium

Annette & Ron Bishop

October

Cichlids - substrate spawning Australoheros scitulus (female)

Shirley Parke
October appeared
Cichlids in
- substrate
spawning
striped
(Pterophylim
(Unedited
version) Originally
the February
2008 Angel,
issue ofblack
Tropical
Fish
Hobbyist scalare)
Magazine
Annette & Ron Bishop

October

open Orange-tailed Goodied (Xenotoca eiseni)

Red

Robert Kuik

October

open Red-tailed Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)

Blue

http://naturalaquariums.com/plantedtank/0802.html
Dorothy Reimer

October open Green Swordtail (Xiphophorus helleri)
White
Most people probably
don't really notice liverworts that much if at all. They're usually very small inconspicuous
Shirley They
Parkeusually prefer
October
maleand
(Poecilia
reticulata)
plants.
thoseopen
areas Red
thatGuppy,
are humid
are usually
hiding beneath other plants, mixed with mosses,
Steve
MacDonald
October
open
Multi-Guppy,
female
reticulata)
or
covering
rocks or wood
in shady
areas.
Liverworts
have (Poecilia
been around
for a long time, they are some of the most primSteve
MacDonald
October
open
Multi-Guppy,
male
(Poecilia
reticulata)
itive true plants. When people think of liverworts, if they ever do, they usually think of the flattened type with a leathery
green
appearance.October
There areopen
actually
more species
liverworts
that have a moss like appearance but if you've seen
Steve
MacDonald
Multi-Guppy,
maleof(Poecilia
reticulata)
them,
you probably thought
were Diamond
mosses. ITetra
have (Moenkhausia
to admit I've always
when I
Jack Parkinson
Octobertheyfamily
pittieri) had a fascination with liverworts, even
Red
was
little girl. They just
lookedfamily
so darn
cool. Tetra (Nematobrycon palmeri)
Jacka Parkinson
October
Emperor
Blue
Annette Recently
& Ron Bishop
October
familydeal
Butterfly
Goodeid
(Ameca
splendens)
there's
been a great
of interest
among
planted
aquarium

hobbyists in aquatic liverworts, White
or at least
those
that will surviveOctober
in an aquatic
environment.
Liverworts are often very useful in aquascaping, and are used to cover
Jack Parkinson
family
Corydoras, albino
rocks
wood or asOctober
carpeting family
plants.Split-tail
With the
recent
interest
in very small aquariums, called micro, mini, and nano
Shirleyand
Parke
Guppy
(Poecilia
reticulata)
tanks,
these
tiny
plants
have
gained
even
more
interest.
Karl Baumgarten
October
family Goldbelly Topminnow (Giardinus falcatus)
In the aquarium
hobby for
a long
time the
only and
liverwort
was readily
available, at least in the United States,
Bob Steele
October
family
Swordtail
(orange
black)that
(Xiphophorus
helleri)
was
Asian and
European
countries
have
had more access to some of the other liverworts. Riccia is
BobRiccia,
Steele though some
October
family
Wild Guppy
(Poecilia
reticulata)
a long time favorite. Aquarists found it useful as a floating plant, often utilized to aid in the breeding of fish. Labyrinth
fish will put it in their bubble nests, livebearer
fry can Plant
hide inResults
the floating masses. In more recent years it's gained a lot
Jar Show
of popularity used as a ground cover, tied to rocks or wood, to keep it
from it's
naturally floating
nature. In a tank withPlant
added
CO2 Riccia very
Name
Month
Name
Sponsor
Award
easily
pearls and is quite
attractive.
ButAnubius
Riccia is
old news, now there are
Karl Baumgarten
October
open
barteri
Red
several
different
types
of
liverworts
available
that
grow
well
in
the
aquariJames Kelly
October open Narrow-leafed Anubius (Anubius angustifolia 'afzelii' )
Blue
um.
After Riccia the next liverwort I had contact with in the aquarium was in the mid 90's and came to me in a rather strange way. I was at
someone else's home on other business and noticed they had an aquarium. All across a large piece of wood in this tank was a very interesting
plant. I asked where they got it and if they knew what it was.
cont’d on page 14
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Liverworts in the Aquarium
cont’d from page 13
They told me it just started growing on the wood in their tank and they had no idea where it came from. I asked
for a small piece of it and brought it home. It was a dark almost brown green, and looked somewhat like a larger
version of Riccia, except it stayed nicely down instead of floating. I grew it in a 10 gallon tank for about 5 years. I
couldn't get it to grow in any other tank, I passed some around to my local club members but no one else could
seem to get it to grow and when I moved the 10 gallon tank I lost mine. I would guess it may have been what's
now being identified as Pellia. Fortunately liverworts can be ordered now and you don't have to wait for a chance
encounter.
You may have to work a bit to find your aquarium liverworts. Sometimes local people may have these
plants, particularly if they are very heavily interested in planted aquariums, check for an aquarium club or better
yet an aquatic plant club. There are also places you can find them to order these plants on line, and even a few
local shops may sometimes carry them. Since this plants are relatively hard to come by at this point they are generally more expensive than some of the other aquarium plants you may be used to buying. They also usually
come in a very small quantities. Don't be shocked when you open an order and find some tiny zippered baggies
and small squares of plastic canvas with your dollop of plants squished between. This is standard for these plants
right now. It's the law of supply and demand, the good news is that as more aquarists are growing these plants
they become more plentiful and prices drop. Those plants that are doing the best in hobbyists tanks will come
down more quickly than those that are harder to grow. Sometimes it's hard to find the plants you want but perseverance will usually, eventually pay off.
Round Pellia: This plant previously was sold and referred to as Pellia endiviifolia or round pellia but was then
identified to the aquarium community on the Tropica web site as Monosolenium tenerum, there are also claims
that this plant is from the genus Metzgeria. Sometimes it's just hard to find out what your plants true names are.
Whatever you call it this plant is a wonderful addition for your aquarium, that I would highly recommend.
Many of the new creeping and ground cover plants can be difficult to grow but this wonderful liverwort
is easy to grow even in a very simple planted aquarium. It's size makes it useful in traditional large aquariums and
the new popular micro aquariums. This is a liverwort that can be grown in almost any planted tank. The first
time I got it I put it in to one of my aquariums with additional CO2 and fertilizers. The second batch went in to
a tank with just some potting soil beneath the substrate, now I've got little start growing in tanks throughout the
fish room, including those with only gravel substrate and no additional added fertilizers.
This liverwort grows in pillow like mounds. It's
rather unusual looking, and adds a bit of mystery to your
aquarium. The leaf-like thallus is medium olive green,
with a branching, irregular wavy shape. The plant stays on
the bottom of the tank and doesn't need to be tied down
like Riccia. It will even attach itself to gravel, rocks or
wood with rhizoids. If you have active or larger fish or a
lot of water movement in your aquarium due to filtration,
then you may have some trouble with parts of the plant
finding their way around and growing in other places
throughout your aquarium. As with all the aquarium liverworts, you can use mesh or fishing line to keep it more
contained.
cont’d on page 15
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Crystal Cherry Shrimp really seem to love this plant.
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Liverworts in the Aquarium
cont’d from page 14

Mini Pellia: This is a beautiful and very small liverwort that has started to become available. It's currently being
identified as Riccardia chamedryfolia. I do wonder if that's going to change in the future as these plants are difficult to identify in the best of circumstances and from what I can find the plants that are being grown in aquariums were identified by the distributors. Most of these plants are coming to the aquarium hobby out of Asia, but
the limited scientific information I find on Riccardia chamedryfolia growing in the wild comes mostly from
Northern Europe where the common name for the wild plant is jagged germanderwort. Is this the same plant?
We will have to wait to find out.
In reviewing what other aquarists are saying about their experience with mini pellia, I'd have to say mine
has been a bit different. Most of the accounts I've read have indicated that it must have very high lighting and
CO2, and supplemental fertilizers to grow. This has not corresponded to my experience with the plant so far.
When my mini pellia arrived it was in a small square cage of plastic canvas. I decided since it was so small
I would leave it there until it got some more size on it. I didn't want to loose the tiny plants in my aquarium. The
trip had also been hard on the plants, they had been in the mail for a week and it was already warm here in Arizona, there wasn't a much of the mini pellia left to work with. The tank I put it in was newly set up with a base
of potting soil and black gravel over it. The tank is a somewhat less common 20 high with a shallow body from
front to back, and somewhat longer from side to side, like a 15 that’s a bit taller. I have several of these and they
do make a nice planted tank size. For lighting I'm using a new fixture with 2 T-5 bulbs made specifically for the
planted aquarium. I've purchased several of these in the last year and have been quite happy with them in terms
of economy and functionality. I also had a soda bottle DIY CO2 set up on this tank, and was initially adding
fertilizers.
Everything was set up and lovely in the aquarium, but I kept having to fight an outbreak of particularly
nasty hair algae. When regular water changes and hand pulling weren't doing enough to get rid of it, so after
about a month of fighting I took more drastic measures. I stopped fertilizing, took off the CO2 and added a
bunch of duckweed to cut light and help suck up excess nutrients. Then I basically ignored the tank for several
months. It was rather hard on the stemmed plants but 5 months later the hair algae is now to a minimum. The
duckweed was slowly removed over the course of about a month and the stemmed plants are starting their recovery. I'm also thinking of firing the CO2 back up on this tank again soon.
When the little duckweed blackout started my mini pellia didn't look like it had much of a chance.
There was very little of it and that was being attacked by the
algae. I couldn't pull much of it off without pulling out the
little liverwort plants too. So I left it as it was, tucked the
plastic canvas into a shady spot and hoped for the best. I
did check on it occasionally and could see that it was still
struggling along. I was very pleasantly surprised when I really got a look at it after I cleaned out the duckweed and
trimmed everything back. There's been quite a lot of new
growth. The plant is very compact, and a dark rich green.
This plant would be perfect for small aquariums. Even in a
dark tank with no supplemental CO2 or fertilizers this little
liverwort recovered and grew.
cont’d on page 16
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Liverworts in the Aquarium
cont’d from page 13

Liverworts at Home: Liverworts are truly interesting and unique looking plants and a wonderful addition to
your aquarium. Though some may be difficult to grow I've found that the ones I've tried have mostly been very
easy to grow. Liverworts can be wonderful accents, or ground covers in your larger aquariums. In small aquariums liverworts alone or with mosses can be used to create whole aquascapes. I would definitely recommend trying liverworts in your planted tanks.
Editor’s Note: Stephen and I had to go to Ron’s the other night to look at some fish parents and babies and
some plants that he had gotten a while ago for the BAP/HAP Awards Program. The Pellia really caught my eye
and I thought the rest of you might feel the same.
Last month I did an article on putting your ponds away for the winter and an error was
made in the temperature that the water should be to stop feeding your fish. The temperature should be 50*F. instead of 30*F. Thanks for pointing this out Garfield.
Jar Show Results
Hello everyone! An error was made concerning the Plant Category at our November Jar Show. Dorothy Reimer won first place for her Giant Java Fern (Microsorium pteropus) and second place for her Java Fern 'Windelov' (Microsorium pteropus 'Windelov').
Thank you, Sarah
Cory Gang
Contributed by Ryan Lemburg, www.aquahobby.com/tales/e_cory.php
My four corys (a pepper, an albino aeneus and 2 melanistus) are the best of
friends. Sometimes, all four of them just HAVE to be in the same spot. They
will all pile in one particular spot in the tank, each trying to get to the top of
the pile! The whole time, my 2 angels and 5 rummy nose tetras just stare at them in wonder! Then
after a few minutes of this game, one of the corys will dart off and the other 3 will follow!

Month

Plant

Fish Categories

September open

open Loaches, Suckermouth, Catfish, (Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos)

October

open Cichlids-substrate spawning (Angels, Kribs, Rams, etc.)

open

Class

Family

November open

open Cyprinids (Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras, White Clouds, etc.)

December open

open No jar show due to Christmas Party.

January

open

open Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian, etc.), Swordtails

February

open

open Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish

March

open

open Mollies, Platies

April

open

open Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars, etc.)

Family

May

open

open Cichlids—Mouthbrooding (Guentheri, Aulonacara, etc.)

Pairs

June

none

none Due to Awards Night.
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar 2011
January 16, 2011: (Newsletter award nominations are due and club memberships
accepted)
10:30 AM CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, ON
February 13, 2011: (Recognition award nominations for the 2011 convention due)
10:30 AM CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, ON
March 6, 2011: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society AUCTION ONLY
March 20, 2011: (Annual awards meeting in Waterdown at 9am. Location will be announced closer to the date)
10:30 AM CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, ON
March 27, 2011: Brant Aquarium Society SHOW & AUCTION
April 10, 2011: Durham Regional Aquarium Society SHOW & AUCTION
April 17, 2011: (Annual reports are due)
10:30 AM CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, ON
May 20 - 23, 2011: CAOAC annual convention hosted by the Brant Aquarium Society. Best Western Brant Park
Inn, Brantford ON Canada (SHOW & AUCTION)
June 26, 2011: (CAOAC Meeting / Presidents BBQ)
10:30 AM CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, ON
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, ON
October 2, 2011: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society SHOW & AUCTION

Flying Fish
Contributed by Marcos Avila
www.aquahobby.com/tales/e_flying.php
When I was working in a fish shop, we had a real neat
marine tank with a Queen Triggerfish (Balistes vetula) in
it. For those who aren't familiar, this kind of fish has incredibly powerful jaws and teeth to crush corals, shells,
etc, and can be called anything but shy. Our particular
specimen was still small, about 10 cm. One day a large
group of girls arrived and was admiring that tank, so one of the owners decided to make
an impression. He started showing off all his knowledge to the girls, about the tank and
the fish, and kept teasing it with his finger near the water surface. Needless to say, at a
certain moment he got distracted, and the fish came up and CHOMP! He instinctively
pulled his hand out of the tank, and out came the fish still stuck on his finger, until at the
end of the pull it got released and flew way across the room, a good 10 meters! In the middle of the girls' screams and the bleeding owner's embarrassment, I picked up the fish and
put it back in the tank.
London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE
OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING
RETAILER FOR THE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 20 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
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